We study the evolution of the cosmological parameters, namely, the deceleration parameter q(z) and the parameter of effective equation of state in a universe containing, besides the ordinary matter and dark energy, a self-interacting (collisional matter), in the generalized f (R, T ) theory of gravity, where R and T are the curvature scalar and the trace of the energy-momentum tensor, respectively. We use the generalized FRW equations, the equation of continuity and obtain a differential equation in H(z), and solve it numerically for studying the evolution of the cosmological parameters. Two f (R, T ) models are considered and the results with collisional matter are compared with the ones of the ΛCDM model, and also with the model where there exists only non-collisional matter. The curves show that the models are acceptable because the values found for w ef f are consistent with the observational data. 
during the late time acceleration of the universe with the presence of the collisional matter in the framework of modified f (R) gravity. In this paper, we have extended the same idea to the f (R, T ). Some f (R, T ) models have been considered and the behaviours of the cosmological parameters have been performed and compared with the ΛCDM model. We see within many results that depending on the input parameters according to the model under consideration, the inclusion of collisional matter may lead to a better explanation of the phase transition, comparatively to the model where just the usual ordinary matter is considered.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II we describe the general formalism of f (R, T ) theory of gravity. The collisional matter that self-interacts is presented in the section III. The section IV is devoted to the study of time evolution of the cosmological parameters where the universe is considered to be filled by the usual ordinary matter and the collisional one. Here, for the study of these cosmological parameters, we focus our attention on the transition from the decelerated phase to the accelerated one. In the section V we examine the evolution of the equation of state of the dark energy where the matter content is assumed as a fluid is composed by the collisional matter and the radiation. The conclusion and perspectives are presented in the section VI.
II. GENERAL FORMALISM IN f (R, T ) GRAVITY
In this section we present the generality of f (R, T ) theory by substituting the curvature scalar R of the GR by a function of R and the trace T , and writing the action as [37] 
where R, T denote the curvature scalar and the trace of the energy-momentum tensor, respectively, and κ 2 = 8πG, G being the gravitation constant.
The energy-momentum tensor associated to the matter is defined by
Let us assume that the matter Lagrangian density L m only depends on the components of the metric tensor, but not on its derivatives. Thereby, one gets
Within the metric formalism, varying the action (1) with respect to the metric, one obtains the following field equations [37] 
where f R , f T are the partial derivatives of f (R, T ) with respect to Rand T respectively. The tensor Θ µν is determined by
As mentioned in our introduction, we assume that the whole content of the universe is a perfect fluid. Then, by setting the matter Lagrangian density to L m = −p m , the energy-momentum tensor may take the following expression (see appendix)
where the four-velocity satisfies the relations u µ u µ = 1 and u µ ∇ ν u µ =0. Note that the expression (6) is obtained with the consideration according to what the pressure does not depend on the metric tensor. Within this consideration according to what the Lagrangian density does not depend of the metric tensor, the contribution of the last term of (5) vanishes and this equation takes the following form (see also Eq. (21) of [20] )
However, in the case of the electromagnetic field or scalar field, there is actively contribution of the last term of (5) because in these cases the respective Lagrangian densities L = g αγ gβσF αβ F γσ and L = g µν ∂ µ φ∂ ν φ, explicitly depend on the metric. (See also comments after Eq. (18) and Eq.(19) of [20] ). Making use of Eq (7), the field equation (4) can be reformulated as
where
is the effective gravitational constant and
representing the effective energy-momentum tensor of the matter. Taking into account the covariant divergence of Eq. (8), with we use the identities ∇ µ (R µν − 1 2 Rg µν ) = 0, and
After some elementary transformations, Eq. (10) takes the following expression
It comes from the above expression that for the f (R, T ) theory of gravity, the conservation of the energy-momentum tensor is not automatic. In order the reach this condition, it is important to constraint the second hand of this equation to zero (see Eq. (18)). This condition is extremely crucial for determining the suitable expression of the Trace depending part of the algebraic action. The reference [51] considers the constraint of the conservation to energy-momentum tensor (as in (18) ) and one obtains, after the integration on the right side of (11), f (T ) = α 0 T (1+3ω)/[2(1+ω)] + β 0 , with α 0 , β 0 real constants; (see (19) of [51] ). Here we are interested to the spatially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric
Thus, the Ricci scalar in this background is given by
III. COLLISIONAL MATTER MODEL WITHIN f (R, T ) THEORY
This king of matter has been introduced firstly in [38, 39] in the framework of GR and f (R). The evolution of the collisional matter depends on the source that drives the whole content (matter and energy) of the univers.
The study of the model of collisional matter with perfect fluid has been performed widely in [40] . In this work, we recall that our basic assumption is that the matter has a total mass-energy density, denoted by ε m , which is assumed to be depending on two contributions as
Here, ρ m refers to the part that does not change due to the fact of characterising the usual matter content [38] , [39] .
Concerning the term ρ m Π, it expresses the energy density part of the energy momentum tensor associated with thermodynamical content of the collisional matter. This fluid could not be dust, but possesses a positive pressure and satisfying the following equation of state
where w denotes the parameter of equation of state of the collisional matter whose values is such that 0 < w < 1 . The potential energy density is assumed to have the form [38] , [39] ,
where the constants ρ m0 and Π 0 are their current values. Accordingly, after elementary transformation the total-energy density of the universe can be written as
Through the continuity equation, the motions of the volume elements in the interior of a continuous medium can be traduced
and the energy-momentum tensor takes the following form
where u µ = dx µ /ds is the four velocity, satisfying the relation u µ u ν = 1. We note here that p m = P m because the pressure of ordinary matter is negligible. Making use of the FRW line element (12) , the conservation law of the Equation (18)
which, upon consideration of the equations (15) and (17), leads to [38] 
where a 0 is the current scale factor. We can describe the collisional matter by equations (17) and (21) and use therm in the rest of the manuscript in the next section. The value of Π 0 is equal to [38] 
We will use the same value [38] , [42] of Π 0 = 2.58423 for making the numerical study. According to the fact that ρ(t 0 ) = ρ 0 , and making use of Eq. (16), one gets Π(t 0 ) = Π 0 , meaning that this latter is the current value of the potential energy per unit rest-mass, associated with the infinitesimal deformations (expansions or/and compressions) of the fluid (see detail in [39] ).
IV. LATE TIME COSMOLOGICAL EVOLUTION IN f (R, T ) THEORY

A. Deceleration Parameter
In this subsection we examine the deceleration parameter q(z) in f (R, T ) considering a that the universe, beside the ordinary matter and dark energy, also is filled with collisional matter at late time cosmological evolution. In this optic, we rewritte the field equation (4) in the following form
where we have assumed κ 2 = 1. The parameter H =ȧ a denotes the Hubble parameter, the "dot", the time derivative of ∂/∂ t . We propose to reformulate the right side of (23) and (24) respectively in term of effective energy density ρ ef f and pressure p ef f , and we write (23) and (24) as
Here, the effective energy density ρ ef f and effective pressure p ef f are respectively defined as
In this way, we have a matter fluid representation of the so-called geometrical dark energy in f (R, T ) gravity with the energy density ρ DE = ρ ef f − ε m and pressure p DE = p ef f − p m . From the conservation law, the effective energy density evolves as
By making use of the equations (23) and (24), (29) can be rewritten as
One can rewrite the above equation using the redshift z = 1 a − 1 as follows
As convention in this paper, we set to unity the current value of the scale factor. We also assume the algebraic function as a sum of two independent functions, such that,
T ). The f (T ) model is the one obtained by imposing the conservation of the energy-momentum tensor (11).
The dynamics and stability of this model are studied in [37] and interesting results have been found. This model reads
with α = 1+3w 2(1+w) . Here the trace of the energy-momentum tensor (19) reads T = ε m − 3p m . From Equations (17) and (21), the model f (T ) and its first derivative are
By using (33) and (34), one rewrite (31) as
The equation (35) is the main tool to be used for analysing the cosmological evolution of the considered f (R, T ) models. The numerical analysis also will be performed in order to find the Hubble parameter. In a first step, by using the expression
we can perform the study of the deceleration parameter with the account of the collisional matter, this latter assumed as a function of the redshift z. In this rubric we will focus our attention on the transition from the decelerated phase to the accelerated one. Therefore, we will compare the results with the case where the non-collisional matter (pressure-less) is considered, and also compare with the ΛCDM case. We recall that in [42] , the corresponding deceleration parameter of the expansion in the flat friedmann cosmology for the ΛCDM model is given by
where Ω m0 = 0.279 and L 0 = 0.721 [42] . Moreover, the effective equation of state parameter w ef f is defined as,
and we present its evolution versus the redshift. A comparison with the results to be found will be done with the results coming from pure f (R, T ) models with non-collisional matter.
B.
Study of particular cases f (R) models in modified f (R, T ) gravity universe with collisional matter
In this subsection we discuss two f (R) models, performed in [40, 43] for describing the late time cosmological evolution of our universe under the consideration that it is filled with collisional (self-interacting) matter. Thereby, we solve numerically the differential equation about H(z).
The task here is to find the models that should be in agreement with the observational data, namely the deceleration parameter q(z) and the parameter of effective equation of state w ef f .
The first model considered is a modified power-law model of the curvature scalar
where λ 0 , λ and n are positive constants. The second, is an exponential model
where R 0 and β are constant parameters. Numerical plots of the deceleration parameter q(z) and the effective equation of state w ef f are presented from (35) with collisional matter (w = 0.6) and non-collisional matter (w = 0) for each model.
For Fig. 1 , related to the first f (R, T ) model, we see that, at the left hand side, traducing the evolution of the parameter of deceleration the curve representative of the collisional matter is nearby that of ΛCDM than the curve representative of the non-collisional matter. We also see that, in the order, collisional matter, ΛCDM and noncollisional matter, the transition from the decelerated phase to the accelerated phase is realized from high to the low value of the redshift. Concerning the curve representative of w ef f the same behaviours of the phase transition order is confirmed. We see that the behavior of the cosmological evolution of the deceleration parameter q(z) and the effective equation of state parameter w ef f for the model f (R, T ) = λ 0 (λ + R) n + T α with and without collisional matter are similar to the model f (R) = λ 0 (λ + R) n without collisional matter obtained by the authors of ( [40] ). Moreover, as the same authors, we see that the transition from the decelerated phase to the accelerated phase is realized from high to the low value of the redshift in same order of the content of universe. Also, we remark that, the transition of the redshift obtained by this authors for f (R) model without collisional matter is equal to the one obtained for f (R, T ) model without collisional matter, whereas the transition of the redshift to the f (R) model with collisional matter is strongly than the transition of the redshift for f (R, T ) model. For this observation, we can conclude that the depending of the trace T of the energy-momentum tensor in this model is very important to reproduce the ΛCDM model. Regarding the second model, whose cosmological parameters are plotted at Fig. 2 , we see that for the transition from the decelerated to the accelerated phases, from the high to low redshifts, the order is non-collisional matter, ΛCDM and collisional matter. Moreover, we see that in the accelerated phase, the collisional matter is more nearby the ΛCDM than the non-collisional one, while in the decelerated phase, both the collisional and non-collisional matters, almost follow the same trajectory for high redshifts. This aspect is very important because revels that the collisional takes its origin from the ordinary matter. We then conclude that at early times there is no collisional matter, but just non-collisional, and as the time evolves, the collisional matter start being created from the non-collisional matter. After crossing the transition line, the collisional matter approaches more the ΛCDM as the low redshifts are being reached. We see that the behaviour of the cosmological evolution of the deceleration parameter q(z) and the effective equation of state parameter w ef f for the model f (R, T ) = R 0 e βR + T α with and without collisional matter is similar to the model f (R) = R 0 e βR with and without collisional matter obtained by the authors of ( [40] ). At the high value of the redshifts, the trajectory of this parameters is bewildered, both the collisional and non-collisional matter for f (R) and f (R, T ) models
C. f (R, T ) Models with Cardassian Matter
The cardassian model is firstly developed by [44] , [45] , [46] and is another approach to describe the self interacting matter. According to the observational it is well known that the universe is flat and accelerating; the cardassian model of matter is characterised by negative pressure and there is no vacuum energy whatsoever. In this subsection we perform the same study as in the previous section and use the models f (R) models (43), (44) . According to the so-called Cardassian model of matter [44] , [45] , [46] , the total energy density ε m of matter is defined by
where ρ is related to the ordinary matter-energy density and ρK(ρ) describes the cardassian model of matter and is general, a function of the ordinary mass-energy density ρ. According to the original Cardassian model, one has
where B is a real number and it is fixed n ′ < 2 3 in order to guarantee the acceleration. By taking into account the relation (46), we reobtain the total energy density of matter (45) as,
It is important to point out here that the above expression may be expressed in term of the redshift z. To do so we take into account (21) and cast it on the form ρ = ρ m0 (1 + z) 3 , where we assumed the current scalar factor a 0 = 1. Therefore, the equation (47) becomes
Following the same idea as [40] , we assume that the late time evolution is governed by the geometric dark fluid with negative pressure coming from the f (R, T ) models plus a gravitating fluid of positive pressure, satisfying the following equation of state
We mention in this model that the pressure has to be assumed as negative quantity, p < 0, because the cardassian model of matter possesses negative pressure. In such a situation, this negative has to be assumed as the one which generates the acceleration of our universe. Adopting the assumption that the total energy density of matter is (47), the main equation (31) can be used for analysing the evolution of the viable f (R, T ) models considered with Cardassian self-interacting matter, yielding
By adopting the same treatment as in the previous section, we present the evolutions of the deceleration parameter q(z) and the effective equation w ef f of state for the late time cosmological evolution of the universe with the f (R, T ) models including Cardassian Matter. Here, for the first model, Fig. 3 , we see that the transition from the phase of deceleration to the acceleration one is realized, from the high to low-redshifts, in the order, ΛCDM, cardassian matter and collision-less matter. In the decelerated phase, both the cardassian and collision-less matters are confused, while, within the accelerated phase, the cardassian matter detached from the collision-less one and start approaching the ΛCDM model as the low-redshifts are being reached. As the authors of ( [40] ), we see, both the cardassian matter and collision-less matter, that the cosmological evolution of the deceleration parameter q(z) and the effective equation of state parameter w ef f for the models f (R, T ) = λ 0 (λ + R) n + T α and f (R) = λ 0 (λ + R) n are similar behavior and are same trajectory at high value of the redshifts. The transition of the redshift for each model with cardassian matter and collision-less matter is inferior at the transition of the ΛCDM model. Concerning the second model, Fig. 4 , the cardassian and collision-less matter are also confused for high redshifts and as the low-redshifts are being reached, the cardassian matter approximate the ΛCDM model. We observe at the low value of the redshifts, with cardassian matter, that the behavior of the f (R, T ) = R 0 e βR + T α model is not similar of the model f (R) = R 0 e βR obtained by the authors of ( [40] ), but, when the redshift z increase, the trajectory of this models with cardassian matter are similar behaviour and bewildered with the collision-less matter trajectory.
V. EQUATION OF STATE FOR DARK ENERGY WITH COLLISIONAL MATTER FLUID IN f (R, T ) GRAVITY
The work performed in this section is about the cosmological evolution of the universe through f (R, T ) models in presence of matter composed by collisional matter and radiation. We focus our attention on the exponential f (R) model [47] , [48] given by
where c 1 = −βR S and c 2 = R S constants with curvature scalar dimension. The conditions for having a viable exponential model has been studied in [49] . Within flat FRW metric and considering the above content of the universe, the field equations, from the general form (4), take the following form
where ρ matt and P matt denote the energy density and pressure of all perfect fluids of generic matter, respectively. Concerning the component to be considered here, we assume that the universe is filled with collisional matter (self-interacting matter) and the relativistic matter (radiation). This means that in our analysis, the contribution from the radiation may play an important role. Therefore, the matter energy density, ρ matt , is given by
where ρ r0 is the current energy density of radiation. The pressure of all perfect fluids of matter is given by
The first term characterises the pressure of collisional matter, given by (15) , and the second, is related to the radiation. Making use of (17) and (21), one can put Eq. (57) into the following form
In the same way, Eq. (55) can be rewritten as
while the scalar curvature R can be expressed as
Through the Eq. (59), we assume that the total matter-energy density becomes
In the previous expression, χ is defined by χ = ρ r0 /ρ m0 ≃ 3.1×10 −4 , ρ r0 being the current energy density of radiation. The parameter g(a), describing the nature of the collisional matter (view as perfect fluid), is equal to
Note that for the non-collisional matter (assumed as the dust), for which the parameter w = 0, one gets g(a) = a −3 . In the optic to better study the cosmological evolution of the f (R, T ) models in the framework of flat FLRW universe, we may introduce the variable [41] 
where ρ DE denotes the energy density of dark energy,m 2 , the mass scale, given by [50] 
Taking into account the relations
we express the equation (71) in terms of the redshift, as follows
Eq. (74) characterises the equation to be used for describing the cosmological evolution of the dark energy in the universe filled with collisional matter and radiation. We also solve numerically this equation for a given g(a) from (63) and we present the cosmological evolution of the dark energy scale y H ≡ ρDE ρm0 of collisional matter (w = 0.6) in comparison to the non-collisional matter as functions of the redshift. In this rubric, we plot the evolution of the parameter of equation of state for dark energy
derived by the continuity equationρ
for collisional matter (w = 0.6) in comparison to the non-collisional one.
As performed in the previous section, we are also interested to the evolution of others parameters. Theses parameters, the Hubble parameter H(z), the curvature scalar R(z) and the parameter w ef f of the effective equation of state, can be described by still considering that the universe is filled by collisional matter and radiation. In the same way, we find the numerical solution for y H (74) for both collisional and non-collisional matters, and compare them. These parameters can be expressed as follows
obtained from equation (64),
obtained by combining the equations (70) and (72), For the Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8, curves traducing the evolution of y H (z), w DE (z), H(z), R(z) and w ef f (z), present some values strongly consistent with the cosmological observational data. These features prove that the fact of considering the coexistence of the collisional matter and radiation do not change the well know behaviour the different parameters, and confirm that such consideration may be made.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we undertake the f (R, T ) theory of gravity. We focus our attention on the cosmological evolution of the parameter of deceleration q(z) and also the parameter w ef f of the effective equation of state. The spacial aspect in this paper is that, besides the usual ordinary and the dark energy, new matter is assumed to participate to the matter contribution of the universe. This matter is self-interacting and called collisional matter, but with positive pressure. What we now generally is that the ordinary matter interacts with the dark energy, but any of them does self interacts. From the cosmological considerations, its quite reasonable to introduce such a matter, i.e, a collisional, and search for its effects on the cosmological evolution of the universe.
To this end, we considered two f (R, T ) models as a sum of two gravitational models f 1 (R) and f 2 (T ), respectively two functions depending the curvature scalar R and the trace T of the energy-momentum tensor. The general form of the f (R, T ) models is constrained to the conservation of the energy leading to the form (32) . The task has been to choose a suitable expression for the function f (R). Therefore, we considered, first, a generalized power-law in R, and the second expression is an exponential form in R. We plot the evolutions of q(z) and w ef f for both the collisional matter, non-collisional matter and the ΛCDM and compare them. Our results show that, depending on the type of the model under consideration, the curve characteristic of the collisional matter approaches the ΛCDM one that the curve that describes the evolution of the dust. In the same way, the curve representative of w ef f shows that its values are consistent with the observational, confirm the importance of considering the collisional matter in the study of the evolution of our universe.
Moreover, we point out other type of matter, the so-called cardassian self-interacting matter, possessing a negative pressure and its corresponding parameter of equation of state has to be different from −1. This means that if such a matter is included in the content of the universe, there does not have vacuum energy. In this case, the same analysis have been done, as in the case of collisional matter, comparing the curves representative of this later to those of the dust and also the ΛCDM. Our results show that, for both the first and the second f (R, T ) models, there is quite reasonable to consider the existence of the cardassian matter since the curve characteristic of this latter approached more the ΛCDM that the dust for some values of the redshift, confirming also that this kind of matter may be considered as a component of the universe, because also in this, the parameter w ef f takes values strongly consistent with the observational data.
Therefore, the energy-momentum tensor T µν , reads
The well known expression of the kinetic energy-momentum tensor is expressed as T µν(K) = −ρu µ u ν . Let us consider L mU as
Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, the equations for the parameter λ and the variables u k are given by ∂f ∂λ = g µν u µ u ν − 1 (A4) and ∂f ∂u k = 1 2 (λ − p) g µν u µ u ν 2g kµ u µ .
By setting ∂f ∂λ = 0 and ∂f ∂u k = 0, one gets √ g µν u µ u ν = 1 and λ = p. Therefore, one can rewritten L mU as
